
...for a lifetime
 of accuracy™



…Where it all began
Developed in 1925 by a carpenter named Albert J. 
Swanson, the Swanson® Speed® Square was a 
time-saving innovation that made quick work of 
determining the angular pitch of a roof. As fellow 
tradesmen began to appreciate the ingenuity of his 
idea, demand for the work-saving tool began to 
grow, and in 1930 the Swanson® Speed® Square 
was first sold in interstate commerce. By 1945, 
Swanson started Swanson® Tool Company, Inc., 
to manufacture and 

sell the Swanson® Speed® Square through 
recognized channels of distribution. Mr. Swanson’s 
son Ronald assumed control of the company in 1971 
and added other innovative, quality tools to the line. 
Soon Swanson® grew to become an industry leader 
and  under the direction of the Allemand Family, who 
purchased the company 
in 1989, the 

Swanson® product line has been upgraded 
and expanded to meet the changing needs of 
loyal customers, contractors and do-it-yourself 
enthusiasts. It is with this spirit of innovation
and quality that we are proud to present our 

newest line of tools – SAVAGE™.  Engineered and 
designed in the U.S.A. to meet or exceed the most 
stringent industry standards. The SAVAGE™ product line 
utilizes 85 years of expertise and innovation, to become 
the ULTIMATE tools with a lifetime of accuracy!1



The

Precision Machined
Edges machined absolutely

true and accurate

Laser Etching
Guarantees accuracy and

reads easier

.029˚ Vial Accuracy
Sealed top & bottom

working vials will not lose 
accuracy - EVER!

Gelshock™ Endcaps
Designed to withstand the

most severe drops

80% Stronger
Extruded boxed aluminum 

frames

Anodized Finish
For a lifetime of durability 

and lasting looks

Digital Readout
For absolute
accuracy!

Continuous Rails
For uninterrupted scribes
the full length of the level

ThumbGuard™
Raised lip prevents
knife from jumping

EVOLUTION
ULTIMATE ACCURACY

ULTIMATE DURABILITY

ULTIMATE INNOVATION
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See the light...
Never struggle to read your level again!  These 
Lighted Box Beam levels allow quick, accurate 
reads- even in the darkest, most cramped 
situations.  Powerful LED lights provide illumination 
in all 3 vials and automatically turn off after 10 
minutes.  Truly an innovation.
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ULTIMATE ACCURACY & DURABILITY

80% Stronger!
Extruded boxed aluminum 

frames

10 Minute Shut-Off
Saves battery life

Continuous Rails
For uninterrupted scribes
the full length of the level

SuperShock® Endcaps
Absorbs shock to withstand 

severe drops

Multi-Ring Vials
quickly & easily 
determine pitch of 
grade or slope

Acrylic 
Block Vials
are extremely 
durable

Precision 
Machined Edges
for improved accuracy

029̊  Vial Accuracy 
for maximum accuracy

Diamond™ Bumpers
grip material surface 
and eliminate marring

Vial Lighted System
single button activation

 3
 LI

GHTED VIALS  

T R E S  F R A S C O S

Illuminated

Model # Length
SVLB24 24"
SVLB48 48"

NON MAGNETIC
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ULTIMATE ACCURACY & DURABILITY

80% Stronger!
Extruded boxed aluminum frames

Continuous Rails
For uninterrupted scribes
the full length of the level

Box Beam

Gelshock™ 
End Caps
silicone gel 
absorbs shock 
to withstand
severe drops

Multi-Ring Vials
quickly & easily 
determine pitch of 
grade or slope

Super-Strong 
Neodymium Magnets
provide the strong magnetic
hold to metal surfaces
(magnetic models only)

Acrylic 
Block Vials
are extremely 
durable

Precision 
Machined Edges
for improved accuracy

80% Stronger
SAVAGE™ Strength
Frame 
resists twisting and
bending to ensure
the longest life

029̊  Vial Accuracy 
for maximum accuracy
in top and bottom
positions 

Continuous Dual Rail Frame
allows for continuous scribes 
without frame interruption while 
adding protection to the 0˚ vial

Diamond™ Bumpers
grip material surface 
and eliminate marring

Model # Length
SVB24M 24"
SVB32M 32"
SVB36M 36"
SVB48M 48"
SVB78M 78"
SVB96M 96"
SVBJKM 32", 78"

MAGNETIC
Model # Length
SVB180 18"
SVB240 24"
SVB320 32"
SVB360 36"
SVB480 48"
SVB540 54"
SVB600 60"
SVB720 72"
SVB960 96"
SVBTS0 32", 54"
SVBCK0 24", 48", 78"

NON MAGNETIC
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ULTIMATE ACCURACY & DURABILITY

2X Stronger!
Extruded aluminum frames

029̊  Vial Accuracy 
for maximum accuracy

I -Beam

Gelshock™ 
End Caps
silicone gel 
absorbs shock 
to withstand
severe dropsMulti-Ring Vials

quickly & easily 
determine pitch of 
grade or slope

Full Length Strip Magnets
provide strong magnetic
hold to metal surfaces
(magnetic models only)

Precision 
Machined Edges
for improved accuracy

2X Stronger
SAVAGE™ Strength
Frame 
resists twisting and
bending to ensure
the longest life

Model # Length
SVI24M 24"
SVI48M 48"
SVI78M 78"

Model # Length
SVI240 24"
SVI480 48"

MAGNETIC NON MAGNETIC

Gelshock™ Endcaps
Designed to withstand the

most severe drops
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SVT200 - 9” DIGITAL TORPEDO LEVEL

ULTIMATE ACCURACY & DURABILITY

Torpedo

.01̊  digital readout
3X stronger for 
lifetime durability
Green backlight, auto- 
correcting screen for     
top and bottom reading

TLL049M - 9” LIGHTED TORPEDO LEVEL 4 strong neodymium 
magnets
3X stronger for 
lifetime durability
3 vial lighted system
for maximum visibility

4 strong neodymium 
magnets
3X stronger for 
lifetime durability
3 display modes – degrees,
percent of grade & pitch
Shock absorbing end caps

4 strong neodymium 
magnets
3X stronger for 
lifetime durability
4 leveling vials for
conduit bends

4 strong neodymium 
magnets
3X stronger for 
lifetime durability
4 leveling vials for
conduit bends
Unique Tri-Loc® 
conduit clamp

SVT011 - 11” ALUMINUM TORPEDO LEVEL

TL043M - 9” ALUMINUM TORPEDO LEVEL

TL041M - 6” ALUMINUM TORPEDO LEVEL

4 Strong Neodymium 
V-Grooved Magnets
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ULTIMATE ACCURACY & DURABILITY

SVV150 - T-BEVEL
Unique locking mechanism 
allows bevel to be used 
both ways
Precision etching 
for ultimate accuracy
Rubber cushioned handle

SVR149 - TRY SQUARE
Precision etching & unique
kick stand for ultimate 
accuracy
Exclusive scribe bar marks  
every 1/8"
Rubber cushioned handle

SVW124 - 
WALLBOARD SQUARE

Oversized body resists 
twisting and bending for 
improved product life and 
accuracy
5 stainless steel rivets
Body is 3/16" thick

SVL123 - 
BUILDERS SQUARE

Precision laser etching
for ultimate accuracy
Anodized for a lifetime
of durability
Reverse reading scale 
for quick layouts

SVC133 - 12” 
COMBINATION SQUARE

Precision etching for
ultimate accuracy
2X stronger solid billet 
aluminum head for lifetime 
durability
Magnified acrylic block vial
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ULTIMATE ACCURACY & DURABILITY

Straight
EDGES

NO-SLIP STRAIGHT EDGES

SAVAGE™ strength aluminum
for maximum durability
ThumbGuard™ raised edge
prevents blade from accidental
contact with fingers
No-Slip Grip™ backing prevents
edge movement while cutting
for greater accuracy
Laser Etching guarantees 
accuracy and reads easier
Anodized Finish for a lifetime
of durability and lasting looks

Model # Length
SVE240 24"
SVE360 36"
SVE480 48"
SVE720 72"
SVE960 96"

With NEW
       

Backing
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ULTIMATE ACCURACY & DURABILITY

  Folding
SAW

SVK666
FOLDING JAB SAW/UTILITY KNIFE

Jab saw works with any reciprocating saw 
blade for easy cutting of different materials
Jab saw locks in two cutting positions & folds 
into handle for safe storage
Other end includes lock-back utility knife –
folds into handle for safe storage
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©2011 Swanson Tool Co., Inc.
Frankfort, IL 60423 USA
www.savageunleashed.comSVC1

Swanson® SAVAGE™ products are engineered and 
designed in the U.S.A. to meet or exceed the most 

stringent industry standards – the ultimate in durability 
our products will provide a lifetime of accuracy. 

 

SAVAGE™ Level Guarantee: Swanson Tool Co., Inc. 
guarantees to the original purchaser only that Swanson’s 

SAVAGE™ Level products will maintain their stated
accuracy for life. The vials on all SAVAGE™ Levels will

not decrease from their stated accuracy, EVER! 
If they do, Swanson® will replace with a new level. 

Bent, twisted or damaged levels void the guarantee.
For details to make a claim under this guarantee,

please contact Swanson® at (815) 469-9453.

Limited Lifetime Guarantee: Swanson Tool Co., Inc. guarantees to the 
original purchaser only that Swanson’s SAVAGE™ products will be free 
from defects in the material and workmanship for the life of the product. 

Swanson’s sole liability and purchaser’s sole and exclusive remedy under this 
Limited Lifetime Guarantee shall be the repair or replacement, at Swanson’s 

sole discretion, of any product that Swanson® determines is defective in 
material or workmanship. In no event shall Swanson® be liable for any 

incidental or consequential damages (including liability for loss of profits or 
other damages) arising from the sale or use of the product. All implied 
guarantees shall be limited in duration to one year from the date of first 

purchase, to the extent applicable. For details to make a claim under this 
Limited Lifetime Guarantee, please contact Swanson® at (815) 469-9453. 
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